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ABSTRACT
In Italian syllable coda licenses only

a skeletal slot, associated with a small set
of consonants. The coda condition which
filters the segments admitted in this syl-
lable constituent has to be sensitive to the
manner as well as to the place of arti-
culation. According to Underspecification
Theory, [coronal] is assumed to be the
unmarked place of articulation.
Therefore, the coda condition would
simply mark as [cont] the segment
associated with that position.

CONSONANTS IN CODA
Like many other natural languages,

Italian shows asymmetric distribution of
segments in Coda with respect to the
Onset, since the latter is much richer than
the former, both regarding the number
and kind of segments involved. The rea-
sons for such asymmetry are both pho—
netic and phonological. Phonetically, we
should consider at least the different
degree of muscle tension as well as the
strength of articulation. Phonologically,
the typologieal studies carried out since
Jakobson have documented the greater
diffusion of the onset constituent over the
coda (the well-known universality of the
CV syllable).

In the syllable structure of Italian, the
onset can be empty (e.g. a.mico "friend')
or filled by one or two consonants (e.g.
pane "bread". tre.na 'train"). The coda
also can either be empty (e.g.fi.ni "(he)finished") or it projects on the skeletal tier
a position, which may be filled by a
glide, in case of a falling diphthong (e.g.
pawsa 'pause") or by a small set of
consonants (see Nespor [l] for a general
sketch of the Italian syllable template).
We will consider here only the conso-
nantal codas, in order to find an auto-
segmental condition which could re-
present the constraints available in the
language.

The consonants admitted in coda are
the following:

a dental liquids; e.g. ['salto] "jump",
['pErla] "pearl", ['kOrpo] "body"

b. dental sibilant; e.g. ['asta] "pole",
['v8spa] "wasp";

c. homorganic nasals; e.g. ['kampo]
"field", ['dEnte] "tooth”;

d. the first half of a geminate; e.g.
['fetza] "slice", ['pel:e] "skin".

To capture significant generalizations
from this picture is not simple, since the
segments occurring in coda do not seem
to form a natural class in terms of tradi-
tional phonological features.

A FIRST CODA CONDITION
Considering the articulation manner,

we find that a formulation of the Coda
Condition in terms of the features [snrt]
and [cont] cannot exaustively account for
the linguistic data

he [2] proposes the following filter
for the coda in Italian:

1) * C 3
l

[- snrt]

[— cont]

But such a filter is incorrect, since it
allows all liquids and nasals, which are
[+snn], while in actual fact only the den-
tal [l r] are found, and not even the palatal
M n]. On the other hand, the occurrence
of /s/ is predicted, since it is [+cont], but
also that of the other fricatives of Italian,
i.e. /f v II, which do not occur in coda
position. Moreover, it is unclear why the
nasal in coda has to be homorganic with
the subsequent consonant; e. g. ['kampo]
"field”, not *['kanpo], ['batjka] "bank",
not *['banka]).

As to If It Al, there are arguments
for claiming that these consonants are
underlyingly long. Firstly, they cannot
form consonant clusters with other seg-
ments (e.g. *-Vrj1V/, *-VprV/. Secon-
dly, If pl select the allomorphs ending
with vowel of the article and other deter-
miners (e.g. [lo 'f:e:mo], *[il 'jezmo]
"the fool“, [,kwelzo 'fizmmo] "that
gnome"); the palatal liquid can occur only
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in internal position of the word (e.g.
['fih:o] ”son", but *[Xzo-D. Therefore,
the treatment of these segments should be
considered part of the more general case
of geminates. .

The intn'nsecally heterosyllabic nature
of a geminate allows it to occupy the coda
constituent. In fact, in non linear pho-
nology, a geminate projects two skeletal
slots, the first one associated with the
coda and the second one with the fol-
lowing onset; i.e.:

2) C:
/ \

x x
l I

Cd 0

Given this representation, each geminate
segment occurring in the language can fill
the syllable coda, since in this case the
phonological content of the coda con-
stituent is totally governed by the onset.

As far as the rule order is concerned,
a filter like 1) should follow the sillabi-
fication by default of a long consonant as
in 2). However, with a negative condi—
tion such as that formulated in 1), it is
still impossible to explain the lack of fri-
catives other than /s/ in coda or the
constraint on homorganicity holding for
nasals.

UNDERSPECIFICATION
If we once again consider the in-

ventory of segments allowed in coda, we
observe that, apart from gcminates and
nasals, all other segments share the same
pomt of articulation, i.e. they all are
dental. In terms of articulatory features,
they are marked [+coronal] and [+ante-
nor]. Inside the feature geometry. the
Coronal node is assigned a special status
by the Underspecification Theory, both
Radical and Contrastive: Coronal is
assumed as the unmarked Place of
Articulation. This hypothesis is suppor-
ted by different arguments: a) coronal
_Segmcnts are normally present in the
Inventory of natural languages; b) the
number of coronals in a language is
n0rmally higher than that of other points
of articulation; c) in language acquisition
anterior coronals appear early; d) theyshow a special behaviour in phonological
Processes, as they are often assimilatedand, at the same time, transparent tovowel harmony; e) in linguistic errors,
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especially in the case of substitu-
tions, coronals are involved more often
than segments in other articulation places.
All these data together indicate that the
coronal place is special, i.e. it is un-
marked (see [2] and [3]).

The basic idea of Underspecification
Theory is that the underlying repre-
sentation (UR) shows only the relevant
information, while redundant values and
unmarked features are excluded. Among
coronal segments, only the anterior ones
(i.e.3 dental or alveolar consonants) are
recognized as unmarked for Place at the
level of UR.

In Italian, there are two series of
coronal segments: the dental /t d s ts dz l r
n/ and the palatal It] d3 j' [1 Al. Only
the first ones are anterior and therefore
they can be assumed as being unmarked
for Place of Articulation.

According to the Underspecification
Theory, we could assume that in Italian
only segments unmarked for Place in UR
are licensed in coda. The corresponding
filter would have the following form:

3) *C$
I

PlArt

With such a negative condition, all
segments of the anterior coronal series
would be possible in coda position. But,
again, this would not be correct, stnce
dental plosives and affricates, both [+cor]
and'[+ant], are not allowed in coda
position, unless they are gem-inates.
Something else is then necessary in order
to exaustively capture the data of the
language.

A SECOND CODA CONDITION
Baroni [4] has recently proposed a

Coda Condition which, assuming the
underspecification for Place of anterior
coronals, prevents the occurrenceof
dental stops and affrieates by the addition
of the feature [step]; formally,

4) ‘(II$

Pl Art
[+stop]

Baroni rejects the traditional feature
[com] and instead introduces two distints
features, [stop] and [fn'cative].

This hypothesis is grounded partly on
the analysis by Lombardi [5], who refu-
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ses a representation of the affricates as
contour segments with two ordered va—
lues of the feature [cont], since this repre—
sentation would not be able to interpret
some relevant phonological processes
occurring in natural languages. Lombardi
proposes to replace [—cont] with [stop],
maintaining the [+cont] feature, while
Baroni claims also the substitution of
[+cont] with [fricative].

The introduction of two features
instead of the more traditional [cont]
allows to keep separate the different ob-
struents of the dental series: /t d/ will be
marked by [stop], Isl by [fricative] and Its
d7] by both these features. However,
such an hypothesis, which appears to be
supported only by the represention of
affricatcs as complex segments, is rather
expensive in the phonological analysis.
Since Baroni follows the framework of
Radical Underspccilication, he is obliged
to represent the affricates as marked by
two different features; but, in Contrastive
Underspecification, a same feature can
receive a different value, even at the UR
level too.

On the other hand, apart from ob-
struents, the new features could not be
applied, while [com] is relevant even in
the interpretation of other segments.
Moreover, the representation of affricates
as complex segments with two unordered
features, [stop] and [fricative], does not
hold for the palatal series, where, besides
ltf d3/, there are not palatal stops in
Italian. For palatal affricates, it would be
necessary to postulate - as Baroni does -
a redundancy rule which assigns the
values [+stop, +fricative] to the coronal
segments [-ant] which are unmarked by
other features in UR, with a conflation of
the component relative to the derivation.

Finally, with the introduction of
[stop] and [fricative], a coronal plosive
like /t/ must be marked by [stop] in the
UR, in order to be opposed to the
fricative /s/ on one hand and to the
affricates on the other; at the same time,
the other plosives, /p/ and Ikl, have to be
marked for place, by [labial] and
[dorsal], respectively. In this way, since
all the stops are marked by at least one
feature in UR, coronals risk losing their
special status of being consonants more
underspecified than the others.
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As a consequence of the afore men—
tioned arguments, we do not agree with
the proposal of rejecting [cont] in favour
of two different features, [stop] and
[fricative].

A NEW CODA CONDITION
Another Coda Condition for Italian

can be formulated, a condition which
takes into basic account the feature
discussed up to now. Sharing the hypo-
thesis of anterior coronals as unmarked
for Place in UR, we propose that the
segment associated with the coda position
has to be marked [+continuant]. The
underspecification for Place of anterior
coronals on one hand and the constraint
on [cont] on the other lead to the follo-
wing filter.

5)‘<l3$

Pl An
[- cont]

Such a negative condition predicts that
the consonants admitted in coda have to
be marked by the positive value of [com],
but, at the same time, the point of
articulation in UR must be absent.

To assume [continuant] as the feature
constraining the segments licensed in
coda position entails the marking of this
feature at the level of UR. As we saw,
the adoption of [cont] is problematic for
the representation of the affricates in
Radical Underspecification, where only
one value for each feature is admitted.
This is not the case in Contrastive
Underspecification, where the same fea-
ture can assume different values in UR in
relation to the specific contrasts occuring
in the language.

In the framework of Contrastive Un-
derspecification, an affricate like lts/ can
be represented with reference to [cont]
either as a contour segment (see 6a) or as
a complex segment (see 6b):

6a) lts/ 6b) [-colnt]
l
x x
l \ l

[-cont] [+cont] [+cont]

The dental affricates will be kept
distinct from the fricative Isl, which is
only [+cont] and from the stops lt d/.
which are only [-cont].
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LICENSING
However, the Coda Condition for-
mulated in 5) as a filter is able to license
directly ls l r nl as possible codas. It
should be underlined that we assume that
nasals segments are marked as [+cont],
like liquids and fricatives. Such a mark
does not imply the absence of some
occlusion in their articulation.

We have now to interpret the homor-
ganicity constraint on nasals as well as
the occurrence of geminatcs in coda
position. In both cases, we believe it is
relevant to make reference to the notion
of licensing as formulated in Goldsmith
[7]. The basic assumption is the reco-
gnition of the coda as a secondary li-
censer with respect to the other syllable
constituents, i.e. onset and nucleus. The
reduced autosegmental potential assigned
to this syllable constituent accounts for
the fewer contrasts available in coda, as
to those possible in onset. As regards the
topic under examination, the coda cru-
cially does not licence a point of articu-
lation autosegment.

In other words, in Italian, as in many
other languages, the coda licenses only a
skeletal slot, associable with a small
subset of features, which do not include
those relative to place. Thus, consonants
that appear in coda position may receive
by default an unmarked point of arti-
culation, i.e. they must be coronal or can
be filled by the autoscgmental content of
a following onset.

In the case of the nasals, we assume
that a nasal licensed in coda is under-
lyingly coronal. For Italian, such aninterpretation is supported by the occur-rence only of /n/, and not of other nasals,In word fma] position in functional, clitic
Elements, such as prepositions (e.g. inin , can "with") as well as in deter-miners, like articles and adjectives (e.g.an "a, an”, nessun "no, not any"). The
omorganicity constraint on nasals maydirectly derived from their syllable

POSition: in coda, a nasal cannot licensean autonomuos point of articulation. The—refore, it IS either coronal or it assumesI 6 place of the following consonant inOnset. Even homorganic nasals thus ap-
pear to respect the Coda Condition for-mulated in 5)

A ~Regarding geminatcs (palatals If I)
I InchldCd). we saw already that they
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project two skeletal slots, which are asso-
ciated by default with different syllable
constituents: the first slot goes with the
coda, while the second one with the
following onset (see 2) for the formal
representation). Since in the case of a
geminate the coda is licensed by the
following onset, its position is basically
empty, i.e. without phonological content.
The coda becomes filled by the autoseg-
mental spreading of all the features from
the onset position.

The syllabification by default of
geminatcs entails the possibility for these
segments to occupy the coda position. At
the same time, their special licensing
from the onset position allows segmental
features normally not permitted in coda to
be present in this position. For instance,
in Italian the feature [-cont] is prevented
from occuring in coda by the Coda Con-
dition we proposed (see 5). However, it
may mark a coda position in the case of a
long consonant (e.g. ['fetza] 'slice', like
['fajza] 'band”).

In such a perspective, geminatcs once
again must be syllabificated before the
Coda Condition, which in fact does not
apply to long consonants. After the
syllabification of the geminatcs by de-
fault, as in 2), the filter given in 5) will
apply to the segmental strings.
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